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INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL LIE ALGEBRAS

BY TOSHIKAZU NATSUME

Introduction

It was shown by H. Cartan [1] that to any finite-dimensional Lie algebra g
an acyclic differential graded algebra W(ύ) can be assigned, which is called the
Weil algebra of g. According to the Chern-Weil theory, if g is the Lie algebra
of a compact connected Lie group G, then the cohomology of the subalgebra
consisting of basic elements of W(ύ) has a geometric interpretation as the uni-
versal characteristic classes for the principal G-bundles.

Recently, the cohomology theory of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras has been
developed from several aspects. For instance, I. M. GeΓfand and D. B. Fuks have
investigated the cohomology of the Lie algebra of vector fields on a manifold.
In this context, it was shown by C. Godbillon [2] that the cohomology of the
Lie algebra of formal vector fields is isomorphic to the cohomology of a truncated
Weil algebra T^(gϊn), where gϊ^ is the Lie algebra of the general linear group.
This result seems to suggest that, in some cases, even for infinite-dimensional
Lie algebras the consideration of the Weil algebras will come to an object of our
investigation.

The present paper is our first attempt in this direction. We shall mainly
consider the Lie algebra an of formal vector fields and try to calculate the coho-
mology of a subalgebra consisting of certain basic elements of W(&n). Our main
result is stated as follows:

THEOREM 2.1. H*(W(an), flϊn)=//WflI»), βϊ«).

The paper is organized as follows. In § 1, we shall give the definitions of
Weil algebra and some related structures. In § 2, we shall consider the Lie
algebra an and formulate the main theorem. The proof of the main theorem
will be given in §3. In §4, we shall give some remarks on H*(W(%), ϊ)) for
certain Lie algebra g and subalgebra ΐj.

§ 1. Weil algebra

Let g be a topological Lie algebra over the real field R. Recall that, for
, g^O, the (p, <?)-cochains for g are continuous (£+g)-linear functionals on g
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such that the values of which ω(Xlf X2, •••, Xp YI, Y2, ••• , Yq) are skew-sym-
metric with respect to the permutations of Xlf - , Xp and symmetric with
respect to the permutations of Ylf •••, Yq. These cochains make up a vector
space Wp'q(§) over #. We put W°'°($)=R.

We assign the space W p q(o) the degree p+2q. Let P7s(g)= _0 Wp>q(ti and

We can canonically define a multiplication W
More precisely, for two cochains ωe JF p>ρ(α), η^ WSιt(^)f the product
Wp+*'q+t(ύ) is defined by the formula

Here the summation is taken over all partitions of the sets {1, ~ , p+s} and
{1, •••, q + t} into disjoint subsets {ιlf •••, zp}, { i, ••-,;«} with Zj< ••• <ιp, j^< •-•
<;s and { ,̂ ••• , jfej, {m^ ••• , mt} with ^< ••• <kq, ml< ~ <mt respectively.
The cochain ωη is evidently continuous. With this multiplication, W(Q) is a
graded algebra over R.

According to the usual way, to each X^$, we can define the inner product
i(X}, the infinitesimal transformation Θ(X) and the differential d. For the sake
of completeness, we give definitions.

Definition of i(X). For each X^$, i(X) is a linear map of Wp'q($) into
Wp-1>q(ύ) defined by the formula

for At, r.-eα, ί>0, ^^0 and

If p=Q, we put i(X)(W°'q(ti)=0.
Definition of Θ(X\ For each XtΞ$,θ(X) is a linear map of tf^>9(Q) into

Wp'q(ύ) defined by the formula

(θ(X)ω)(Xl9 ~',XP',Yι,~',Yq}

-, IX, Xl']) -,XP; Ylf -, Fβ)

for At, r,eα, ί^O, ^^0 and ωe Wp'q(o) .

Definition of the differential d. We define the differentials d±\ Wp'q(ά)
+1 ί(0) and ύ f 2 : T^p'%)-^ T^^"1-^1^) by the following formulas.
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For a<ΞW0'\Q), d1a=Q, dza=
For ω€=Wp'q(ύ

= Σ (—iy+Jω([Xl, Xj~], Xi, " , Xι,

+ Σ (-l)W^ι, - , Xlt - , XP+ι [*„ FJ, Ylr - , ,, - , Yq) ,
ι,λ

(dzω)(Xιf ••• , Xp-i YI, ••• , FQ+1)

— Σ<ϊ>(^t> ^1^ "' > Xp-ί ', Yl, '" t YI, "' > Yq + l)
%

In these definitions, we note that the resulting cochains are really continuous.

REMARK. As to dl we note that if p= 0 (resp. 0=0), then the first (resp. the
second) summation is defined to be zero. As to dz, if P= 0, then we put dz=0.

The following assertion is verified by easy computations.

LEMMA 1.1. (1)^=0, (ii) d2

2=0 , (111)^2+^^=0.

Hence, putting d=dι+dz, we have d2= 0. Thus d gives rise to a differential on

If g is finite-dimensional, the definitions of i(X}, Θ(X} and d coincide with
usual ones given by Cartan [1]. These operators are related to each other as
follows.

LEMMA 1.2. For each X^Q, we have

(I) θ(X)=i(X)d+di(X) ,

(II) i(lX, YΊ)=θ(X)i(Y)-i(YWX) ,

(III) Θ(IX, Y~]}=Θ(X}Θ(Y)-Θ(Y}Θ(X] .

Moreover the multiplication in W(Q) is related to the differential d through the
usual formula

(IV) d(ωη}=(dω)η+(-iγesree «>ω(dη} .

Proof. The formulas (I), (II) and (III) are verified by easy computations.
According to the definition, we can establish the identity

i(X)(ωτj)=(i(X)ω)r]+(-l^ω(ί(XW, for ω€Ξtf^>%), fleW'-'fe) .

In other words, i(X) is an antiderivation.
In order to show the formula (IV), we shall first show that the infinitesimal

transformations are derivations. That is,
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, for ω<Ξ

We proceed by induction on the sum p+s. Let ωe W°'q($) and 9?e W0>t(o). Then
we have, for X,

θ(X)(ωr]}(Y1, -, Yt^=-Σ(
J

n, -,LX, FJ, •-, Y

ι, -,LX, Yά ••-, Ymt}

Now assuming that it holds in the case p+s—r, we prove that it holds in
the case p+s—r+l. Let ωeW^ ^g), j y e W ' ^β) and let />+s=r+l. It is suffi-
cient to show that, for any X, F<ΞQ,

i(Y)(θ(X}(ωηy)=i(Y}((θ(X}ω)η+ω(θ(X}η)}.

Since i(Y')θ(X')^θ(X)i(Y')-i(lX, YJ) by (II) and since the inner product is an
antiderivation,

i(Y}(θ(X}(ωτ))}=θ(X}(i(Y)(ωη) )-i([.X,

=θ(X}((i(Y}ω)η+(-iYω(ί(Y)η)}

Then, by assumption, we see that

(i( Y )ω}r, =

Hence we have

i(Y}(θ(X}(ωr,))=((θ(X}i(Y)-ι(ίX,

=i(Y}((θ(X}ω)η+ω(θ(X)r1 )} .

Thus the assertion is proved. That is, Θ(X} is a derivation.
Now using the formula (I) and noting that Θ(X) is a derivation and i(X) is

an antiderivation, we can similarly verify the formula (IV) by induction.
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q. e. d.

From lemma 1.2, it follows that W(ύ) together with d is a differential
graded algebra over R.

DEFINITION. A differential graded algebra W($) is called the Weil algebra of
a topological Lie algebra Q.

We denote its q-th cohomology by Hq(W(§)} and its cohomology algebra by

The following is well-known in the case where Q is finitedimensional.

THEOREM 1.1. The cohomology of W($) is trivial. That is, Hq(W($)}=0 for
^l (for q=Q,

Proof. Let ε be a mapping of W(%) into itself defined by the formula, for
ϊF* «(fl),

(εω)(Xl9 -,*„«; Yl9 - , Yq.J

Then ε is an antiderivation of degree —1 and we have:

-,*p; rlf -, rβ).
We shall call the weight of an element of W(Q) the largest integer q such

that its component in 0 Wp>q($) is not equal to zero. Let ω be a non-zero
p^O

homogeneous element of degree m(m^l) of PΓ(fi), then dεω+εdω is homogeneous
of degree m. Let ^^0 be the weight of ω. Then the weight of

is ^#—1. Now suppose that ω is a cocycle, then η is a cocycle cohomologous
to ω and has the weight strictly smaller than that of ω. Repeating this argument,
we see that ω is cohomologous to zero. This shows that Hm(W(§)) is trivial.

q. e. d.
Let now ^ be a subalgebra of Q. We shall associate to ϊ) some subalgebras

of W($). We say that an element of W(β) is invariant with respect to ΐ) or ί)-
invariant if it is annihilated by all Θ(X) for Zeϊ). Since the differential d com-
mutes with all infinitesimal transformations, the space [PF(β)]B of all invariant
cochains is a differential graded subalgebra of W(§). As the antiderivation ε
commutes with infinitesimal transformations, the cohomology //"*([ TF(fl)]fl) of

is also trivial.
Now we say that a ΐ)-invariant element is basic with respect to I) or li-basic
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if it is annihilated by i(X\ for X^fy. We denote the space of all ή-basic elements
by [[W(g)];P. Clearly [[T7(β)]]* is a differential graded subalgebra of W($) by
the formula (I). We use the notation H*(W(g>), 5) for its cohomology algebra.

§ 2. Main theorem

In this section, an denote the Lie algebra of formal vector fields at the
origin in Rn. The Krull topology turns an into a topological Lie algebra over
R. Let Lk be the set of all formal vector fields

AQ/dxJ+ +fnQ/dXn), (2.1)

fj being a formal power series whose leading term is of degree ^k+1. Then
Lk is a subalgebra of an. Let g l be the set of all formal vector fields of the
form (2.1), the //s being homogeneous polynomials of degree z+1. Then Lk

=^k®Lk+1 and [g*, β'JC0l+'. β"1 is just Rn and g° can be identified with the
Lie algebra βΐn.

The topological dual space α/ is the direct sum

αn'= Θ (β*)'
l^-l

Moreover we have :

LEMMA 2.1. W(an) is generated by α/ as an algebra over R.

Proof. It is sufficient to show the following proposition.
PROPOSITION. Let ω be a continuous q-linear form on an. Then for each

1 = 1, ••• , q, there exists some k^ — 1 such that

J-tϊl

ω|α n x ••- X α n X Lk XanX ••• x α n Ξ Q .

Proof. For the simplicity we assume j = l. From the continuity of ω, it
follows that there exists some k0 such that

ω\LkQX - XL, 0 ΞO.

Let an=Nko+Lko, where A^^0 is a complementary space to Lko. Then Nko is a
finite-dimensional vector space. Let {elt •-, eN] be a basis of Nko. Now consider
the continuous (q— l)-linear forms on an given by the formulas

By the continuity of ujt and the finite-dimensionality of NkQ, there exists some
kj such that

o)i Lko'X ••• X L ^ 0 / Ξ θ , for any ι>

Hence we have ω\LkQ,χNkoXLko,χ ••• xLko, = Q. Therefore, putting k1^=
kQ'\ we see that
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ω\LklxanxLklX - xLkl=0.

The conclusion now follows by easy induction. Therefore lemma 2.1 is proved.
Since gϊn is considered as a subalgebra of an, there exists a differential graded

algebra homomorphism

and it induces φ : [[^(αn)]]
3I» — > [CT^(flϊn)]]3ίn

Then we have the following main theorem and the proof will be given in the
next section.

THEOREM 2.1. The homomorphism φ of differential graded algebras induces
an isomorphism on cohomology

n) , βϊ»).

§ 3. Proof of the main theorem

We shall make use of the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence associated to
the subalgebra gϊn of αn.

Define a filtration in the complex W(an) by the subspaces AP=*ΣAP'9, where

Ap'q=Wp+q(an), for p^0f Ap>q=Q, for #^0, and otherwise consists of all those
cochains ω^Wp+q(an') for which i(X^ ••• i(Xq+1)ω=Q whenever Xlf •••, Xq+1^Qln

Each Ap'q is naturally a topological gί^-module. We can show as in [3] that the
E^'t-term of the spectral sequence corresponding to this filtration is isomorphic

to H*(tfn; ^p>°).
Now consider the radial vector field R=^Σxi(d/dxl'). Then making use of

lemma 2.1, we can show that the gϊ^-module Ap>0 breaks up a sum Ap>0=
of eigenspaces of Θ(R) with eigenvalues λ^R. Since $ln is reductive and the zero
eigenspace V0

P is finite-dimensional, Hq($ln; Ap'Q)=Hq($ln', [/1^0]8I»). Therefore,

Clearly, [Λp'°]9^ = [[^(αrι)]]
9^. Then it is easy to see that

Thus we have :

PROPOSITION 3.1. There exists a spectral sequence {Er

p>q, dr} which converges
to a graded module associated to H*(W(any). The E2-terms of this special sequence
have the form

Since the above filtration is compatible with multiplication, i.e. if
η<=Ap''ql, then ωη^Ap+q'>q+q>, the spectral sequence in proposition 3.1 is multipli-
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cative. Similarly we can obtain a spectral sequence {Έτ

p'q, dr'} which converges
to a graded module associated to H*(W($n)) and whose '£2-terms have the form

As the graded algebra homomorphism φ' : W(an) — > W($ln) is compatible with
the filtrations, it induces a homomorphism of spectral sequences.

In order to prove the main theorem, it is sufficient to show the following
theorem.

THEOREM 3.1. φ' induces an isomorphism of E2

p'q onto Έ^^y for all p°^Q,

In order to prove this theorem, we shall summarize some basic facts about
the spectral sequence {Έr

p>q, dr'}.
The "zero column" '£2° *= φ Έ2»'q=H*(tiin R) is the exterior algebra in

q^O

hi, •••, hn' over R with degree hτ'=2i-l and the "zero row" /£2* °= 0 Έ2

p-*
p^o

is the polynomial algebra in C/, ••• , Cn

f with degree Cl'=2i. Moreover we may
take Ci'(i=l, ••• , n) so that hl

/ is mapped on Cτ

f by d2l'.
Similarly E2

0>*— //*(gϊn 72) is the exterior algebra in Λj, •••, hn with degree
/7;— 2ί— 1. It is not difficult to see that h% is mapped on hτ' by the map induced
from φf in spectral sequences.

Proof of theorem 3.1. The first step. Let x be a non-zero element of E2

1>0

=H1(W(an), gϊn). Then, for any r^2, x is a dr-cocycle and not a dr-coboundary,
because of the form of spectral sequence. This means that Eco1'0 is non-trivial.
However E^'9— 0, for />+<?>0, because the cohomology of W(an) is trivial. Hence
E2

1'°=H1(W(an)f βϊn)=0. From this it follows that '̂̂ O, for ^^0. Now con-
sider the element h^H\^ln9 R)=E2°'

1. If rf2Λι=0, then drΛ1=0, for r^2. There-
fore we have E2

0)1=0. But this is contrary to the acyclicity of W(an). Hence
dzhi is non-zero in E2

0>1. Let dzhl=Cί. Then we can easily verify that Hl(W(an\
flln)=B-C!. Thus ^)x induces an isomorphism of .Eg^'5 onto 'J52

P'«, for ^^0, 2^^
^0. Using this, we can easily see that d2hτ=Q, for x^2.

The second step. Let n^r^l. Assume that ^x is an isomorphism of E2

p>q

onto /E2

p'q, for g^O and 2(r— l)^ί^0. From this we can easily deduce the
followings

(i) for r— l^x^O, ht is mapped on Cτ by the differential

(ii)
(iii) for r— l^x'^1 and n^j^r, dzihj—ΰ. Using these facts, we shall prove

the following lemma.

LEMMA. H*r-l(W(*n\ flϊΛ)=0.

Proof. Let jc be a non-zero element of Hzr-1(W(an\ flϊ7l)=jE2

2r"1'°, then there
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exists an integer s with 2r— 2^s^l and exists an element y of j^2*-*-1-*-1 such
that dsy=x, because E00

zr-1'°=0.
From the assumption it follows that if s is even, then Es

2r~lt*~1=Q. There-
fore s must be odd. By proposition 3.1, E^r~s~l>s~l is generated by the elements
of the form /ιn -•• hlkC3l ••• CJm with &Ξ>1, ι^< ••• <ιk, 2(ιλ+ ••• +ιk)—k=s—l and
i^ - ^Jm, 20i+ - +;m)=2r-s-l. If 2^, - , 2z*>s, then 2^-f - +ιk)-k>sk

—k=k(s—l)^s—l. Therefore we may assume that 2ι^s. But s is odd, we
assume that 2zi<5. In £2ll-terms, dzil(htl ••• hlkC3l ••• C,m)=Al2 ••• hlkCllCJl ••• C,m

is non-zero, because /in' ••• hlk

f ®Cll'CJl

f ••• CJm

f is non-zero in 'J^-terms. Since
2^+l^s, this shows that Es

zr~*~l'*~l is trivial. Then the lemma follows imme-
diately.

Now consider hr^E2^
2r-λ^H2r-\^\n #). By (Hi) Λ r is a cocycle of ^.j0-27-1.

Hence, if d2r/zr=0, then Λr=0 in Ezr

Q'2r~\ Then £00°' 2r"1 contains a non-zero
element hr. However, Eco

p>q=Q, for p+qX). Therefore d2rhr=Cr must be non-
zero in E2r

2r'°. We may take Cr so that p(Cr)=Cr'.
Since ^?x is a graded algebra homomorphism, it is not difficult to see that

(ΛCCj, -, Cr])
r = /f2r(W(αn), ςϊn), here (72 [d, - , Cr])

r denotes the set of all
homogeneous polynomials in d, ••• , Cr of degree 2r. Thus we have an isomor-
phism

E2

p'q^Έ2

p'q, for 4^0 and 2r^p^Q .

The third step. Repeating the above consideration, we get to r— n. Recall
that Έ2

p'q is generated by 0 Έf-* and 0 'E2

P'\ That is, it is generated by
q ίZn-l p^2n

hi, — , hn' and d7, — , d/. Moreover ^)/(d)=d/ and φr(h3) =h3

f. Then it is
not difficult to see that ^/ is an isomorphism of E2

p'q onto /E2

p'q. This completes
the proof of theorem 3.1, hence of the main theorem.

§ 4. Some remarks

In general, when we study the cohomology of the subalgebra of W(Q) con-
sisting of certain basic elements, there might be two directions. In the first, we
consider the basic elements of W($) with respect to Q itself. In this direction,
we have some examples in our context.

Consider the Lie algebra αn. Recall that αn has a subalgebra Q~1=Rn and
[β~S fl^Cβ1"1, for any ί. Then making use of lemma 2.1, we can verify the
next proposition.

PROPOSITION 4.1. [[W(α7l)]]α^^0.

This proposition asserts that the Lie algebra αn has no continuous invariant
symmetric forms.

On the other hand, some Lie algebras have such forms. For instance, we
have an isomorphism
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because $ln is a subalgebra of L0 and the natural projection of LQ onto $ln is a
Lie algebra homomorphism.

In the second direction, we consider the basic elements of W($) with respect
to a proper subalgebra of g. As an example, we have :

PROPOSITION 4.2. [[PF(αre)]]L°=0.

This proposition follows from lemma 2.1 and the fact that [g'1, LQ~]=an.
However, for β^l, [[WXαn)]]L*^0.
We shall give another example. Define the Lie algebra an

F of formal dif-
ferential operators of order one as the direct sum of the space Fn of formal
power series and an with the bracket operation

where /, f^Fn and X, X' ^&n. The natural topology in an

F turns it into a
topological Lie algebra.

The argument in Section 3 can be applied to this case and the correspond-
ing result is obtained.

PROPOSITION 4.3. The cohomology algebra H*(W(an

F\ βϊn) is isomorphic to
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